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Nonideal gas flow and heat transfer in micro- and nanochannels
using the direct simulation Monte Carlo method
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Subsonic nonideal gas flow and heat transfer in micro- and nanochannels for different Knudsen numbers are
investigated numerically using the direct simulation Monte Carlo method modified with a consistent Boltz-
mann algorithm. The van der Waals equation is used as the equation of state. The collision rate is also modified
based on the Enskog theory for dense gas. It is shown that the nonideal gas effect becomes significant when the
gas becomes so dense that the ideal gas assumption breaks down. The results also show that the nonideal gas
effect is dependent not only on the gas density, but also on the channel size. A higher gas density and a smaller
channel size lead to a more significant nonideal gas effect. The nonideal gas effect also causes lower skin
friction coefficients and different heat transfer flux distributions at the wall surface. The simulations presented
in this work are helpful for a better understanding of micro- and nanoscale gas flows.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For gas flow in micro- and nanoscale channels, the Kn
sen number can be quite high due to the small character
length, even though the gas density is very high indeed@1,2#.
The continuum assumption then breaks down and
atomic-based methods should be used for predictions.
direct simulation Monte Carlo~DSMC! method is a particle-
based numerical scheme for solving the nonlinear Boltzm
equation@3#. It has been successfully applied for rarefied g
flow simulations@4,5#. And more recently, DSMC has bee
used for simulating gas flows in microchannels@6–10#.

In most of the previous works mentioned above, the va
able hard sphere~VHS! model was used, in which the attra
tive potential was ignored and the gas was treated as i
gas. However, it was found that there was no difference
velocity and temperature fields between different scales
the VHS model under the same boundary condition@11#.
Although the generalized hard sphere~GHS! model@12# and
the generalized soft sphere~GSS! model@13# considered the
attractive potential, a new investigation showed that wh
gas flowed at the same Knudsen number and under the s
boundary condition, little difference for simulated veloci
and temperature fields between different scales could
found using different models@14#, including VHS, VSS
~variable soft sphere!, GHS, and GSS models. All the resul
suggest that the micro- and nanoscale gas flows are simil
rarefied gas flows. However, as is known, though the Kn
sen number in micro- and nanoscale flow may be the sam
the rarefied flow, the gas can be so dense that the idea
assumption may break down. Because the van der W
equation can approximately capture slight deviations fr
nonideal behavior, it has been used in this exploratory stu

Theoretically, the DSMC method is restricted to dilute g
since it gives the equation of state~EOS! for a gas to the
lowest order in the density. However, it is also noticed t
both DSMC and the Boltzmann equation are inconsist
since the collision rate and transport properties are funct
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of the particle cross section while the EOS is not. This m
be the reason why the DSMC cannot simulate the dense
fect of gas flow, where the van der Waals force is importa
A consistent Boltzmann algorithm was proposed by Ale
anderet al. @15#, in which the van der Waals equation wa
introduced as the EOS. The consistent Boltzmann algori
~CBA! modifications of DSMC have been used for simu
tion of nuclear flow@16# and surface properties of a van d
Waals fluid@17#. In the present paper, the gas flow and h
transfer in micro- and nanoscale channels are investig
using a DSMC code modified with the CBA. The charact
istics of fluid flow and heat transfer for different chann
sizes and different Knudsen numbers are examined.

II. NUMERICAL METHOD

A. DSMC

DSMC is a molecule-based statistical simulation meth
for rarefied gas flow introduced by Bird. It is a numeric
solution method to solve the dynamic equations for gas fl
by at least thousands of simulated molecules. Each simul
molecule represents a large number of real molecules. Un
the assumption of molecular chaos and gas rarefaction,
binary collisions are only considered. Therefore, the m
ecules’ motion and their collisions are uncoupling if the co
putational time step is smaller than the physical collisi
time. The molecules’ motion, interactions with boundarie
and interactions with each other are calculated, while
momentum and energy conservations are kept. The ma
scopic flow characteristics are obtained statistically by sa
pling molecular properties in each cell.

B. CBA

The consistent Boltzmann algorithm~CBA!, first intro-
duced in 1995@15# and developed in 1997@18# and 2000
@17#, has extended the DSMC method to a van der Wa
fluid. In the CBA, a weak and constant potential to the ha
core is considered due to the van der Waals EOS. The m
ner in the advection process in the CBA is modified to g
the van der Waals EOS described below.
©2003 The American Physical Society04-1
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The pressure in a fluid of van der Waals particles~hard
spheres with a weak, long-ranged attraction! of massm at
temperatureT and number densityn is given by the virial
theorem as

P5nkT1 1
3 mGQ, ~1!

whereQ[^Dv i j •r i j & is the projection of the velocity chang
onto the line connecting centers of particlesi and j averaged
over collisions~indicated by the angular brackets! and G is
the collision rate per unit time and volume. In DSMC th
second term on the right side of Eq.~1! vanishes because th
positions of colliding particles are uncorrelated with t
change in their velocities.

For a gas of hard spheres with diameters, the CBA in-
troduces a correlation inQ by displacing the particles in th
advection step bydHS5sd̂, where the unit vectord̂ is

d̂5
~v i82v j8!2~v i2v j !

u~v i82v j8!2~v i2v j !u
5

v r82v r

uv r82v r u
, ~2!

where v r is the relative velocity of the colliding particles
and primed and unprimed indicate post- and precollision v
ues, respectively. After the collision, the particles are
vected as

r i~ t1Dt !5r i~ t !1v i8~ t !Dt1dHS , ~3!

r j~ t1Dt !5r j~ t !1v j8~ t !Dt2dHS . ~4!

Equation~2! leads to an average virialQ5sApkT/m, so
that using the Boltzmann~dilute gas! collision rate, GB

52s2n2ApkT/m, the consistent pressure is nowP
5nkT(11b2n), whereb25 2

3 ps3 is the second virial coef-
ficient. Introducing the EnskogY factor, which corrects the
low-density collision rate to the correct hard-sphere collis
rate at any density@GHS5Y(n)GB#, into the CBA gives the
correct EOS at all densities and transport coefficients at h
densities corresponding to an uncorrelated collision~Mar-
kov! approximation.

The CBA is generalized to yield the van der Waals EO
by changing the advection displacement to account for
attractive force. The directiond̂ cannot be modified withou
violating detailed balance, however the magnitude, which
constant for the hard-sphere model, can be made a func
of density and temperature. Specifically, one obtains the
der Waals EOS,

PvdW

nkT
511b2nY2

an

kT
, ~5!

wherea is the strength of the attraction. A comparison b
tween Eq.~5! and the classical thermodynamics gives

a5
27

64

R2Tc
2

Pc
m2, ~6!

whereR denotes the gas constant,Tc the critical temperature
Pc the critical pressure, andm the gas molecular mass@19#.
The magnitude of the displacement is
04670
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dvdW5s2
as

b2YkT
5dHS2da . ~7!

C. Determination of the Y factor

Based on the Enskog equation for dense gases@20#, when
a gas is so dense that the covolume of the molecules is c
parable with the total volume of the system, the molecu
can no longer be treated as point particles. Therefore,
common position of two colliding molecules in the Boltz
mann equation should be replaced by the actual position
the centers of two tangent spheres, and the collision
quency is influenced by correlational effects that depend
the density at the point of contact.

Due to the reduced volume occupied by the molecule
modified higher scattering probability is

G85
V

V8
GB , ~8!

whereV85(12n• 4
3 ps3). However, the scattering probabi

ity is lowered again by another effect, namely that the p
ticles are screening each other. A particle might not be av
able for scattering with another particle because there m
be a third particle in between. This effect leads to a reduct

of the scattering probability by a factor of (12n 11
12 ps3).

Including this factor, the modified scattering probability is

GHS5Y~n!GB , ~9!

where

Y~n!5

12n•
11

12
ps3

12n•
4

3
ps3

5
1211nb2 /8

122nb2
and b25 2

3 ps3.

This result can, however, be trusted only to the early
ders in n, since four-particle configurations have not be
considered. In the current study, the expression up to t
order has been used@20#,

Y~n!5110.625nb210.2869~nb2!210.1103~nb2!3.
~10!

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The standard DSMC code is modified based on the CB
with which the channel flows are simulated. The schema
of the channel flow is shown in Fig. 1. The aspect ratioL/H
is set at 5.0 for all simulated cases and uniform rectang
cells (100360) are used. The freestream velocityu` and
temperatureT` are imposed as the boundary conditions

FIG. 1. Schematic of the physical problem.
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TABLE I. Studied cases.

Cases L ~mm! H ~mm! Kn u` ~m/s! T` ~K! n` Ntotal Nsample

1 5 1 1.0 200 300 1.2931024 101509 4460050
2 5 1 0.05 200 300 2.5931025 57042 500000
3 0.5 0.1 1.0 200 300 1.2931025 54229 500000
4 0.5 0.1 0.05 200 300 2.5931026 57117 301050
5 0.05 0.01 1.0 200 300 1.2931026 101355 326050
6 0.05 0.01 0.05 200 300 2.5931027 99687 257050
e
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the inlet. The temperature at both walls is kept the same
the freestream temperature. The working fluid is nitrog
gas, whose properties are presented elsewhere@3,19#. Six
cases, listed in Table I, have been simulated at fixed Knud
numbers by decreasing the characteristic length and incr
ing the gas density at the same time. In the selected case
gas transport coefficients are little affected by the introd
tion of the van der Waals equation, and the values rem
close to the actual values for hard spheres@21#. The results
obtained using the ideal and the nonideal gas models
presented in Figs. 2–4.

A. Velocity and temperature distributions

Based on the DSMC theory, the macroscopic velocity c
be obtained by the statistic laws,
04670
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uj5
1

Nj
( u. ~11!

For a diatomic gas, the Larsen-Borgnakke model with d
crete rotational energy is used to model the energy excha
between the translational and internal modes. The vibratio
energy is negligible. Therefore, the temperature can be
tained as

T5~3Ttr1zTrot!/~31z!, ~12!

whereTtr denotes the translational temperature,Trot denotes
the rotational temperature, andz is the number of interna
degree of freedom. BothTtr andTrot are defined as

3
2 kTtr5mv22m̄• v̄2, ~13!
FIG. 2. Velocity and temperature distributions at the inlet and the outlet for different channel sizes at Kn51.0.
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FIG. 3. Velocity and temperature distributions at the inlet and the outlet for different channel sizes at Kn50.05.
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Trot5
2

k
~« rot/z!, ~14!

wherek is the Boltzmann constant,v is the velocity of mol-
ecules, and« rot is the rotational energy of an individual mo
ecule.

Figure 2 shows the velocity and temperature distributio
at both the inlet and outlet for different channel sizes at
51.0. According to Ref.@11#, when the gas is treated as ide
gas, the distributions at different scales are consistent. In
04670
s
n
l
ig.

2, the solid lines represent the distributions under ideal-
treatment. The results obtained using the nonideal-gas m
for the channels having a height of 1, 0.1, and 0.01mm are
represented with dotted, dash-dot, and dashed lines, res
tively. It is interesting to see from Fig. 2 that the resu
obtained by the ideal-gas and the nonideal-gas models fo
channels having a height of 1 and 0.1mm ~case 1 and case 3!
are almost identical. It should be pointed out that the flu
tuations come from the statistical error. It is noticed that
both cases the density is so low that the rarefied gas assu
FIG. 4. The skin friction coefficient and the heat transfer flux at the wall surfaces for different channel sizes at Kn50.05.
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tion is satisfied. Therefore, the ideal-gas equation of s
holds. This can also be a verification of the CBA modific
tion at a rarefied gas state. However, for the channel ha
a height of 0.01mm, the distributions obtained from the tw
models become rather different. Though the velocity a
temperature distributions near the wall are the same as t
of an ideal gas, they are much larger far from the wall s
faces. It is also noticed that the density in this case is so h
that the ideal-gas assumption breaks down and the non
effect must be considered.

Figure 3 presents the velocity and temperature distri
tions at both the inlet and outlet for different channel sizes
Kn50.05. One interesting finding, similar to the cases~cases
1 and 3!, is that the velocity and temperature distributions
the channel having a height of 1mm simulated by the
nonideal-gas model are almost identical to those simula
by the ideal-gas model. In the channels having heights of
and 0.01mm, the density is higher than that at atmosph
and the nonideal-gas effect becomes significant. The res
for Kn50.05 are different from the cases for Kn51.0 pre-
sented in Fig. 2. For example, the inlet temperature at
positions away from the wall surfaces is lower than that
tained by the ideal-gas model for the channel of 0.1mm in
height. The nonideal-gas effect becomes quite large in
channel of 0.01mm in height, and even the velocity an
temperature distributions near the wall become quite dif
ent.

A comparison between Figs. 2 and 3 shows that fo
given channel size, a low Knudsen number leads to a m
significant nonideal-gas effect, such as case 5 and cas
This may be attributed to the gas density difference. A sm
Knudsen number will result in a higher gas density, wh
affects the nonideal-gas effect directly. However, the den
is not the only factor that influences the nonideal-gas eff
A comparison between the channel 0.1mm in height at Kn
50.05 ~case 4! and the channel 0.01mm in height at Kn
51.0 ~case 5! shows that the density of case 4 is higher th
that of case 5, however the flow-field distributions of cas
in the nonideal-gas model are more different from those
the ideal-gas model than case 4. Therefore, the nonidea
effect is dependent not only on the density of gas but also
the system size. The smaller the characteristic length,
more important the van der Waals effect.

B. Skin friction and heat transfer of surfaces

The shear stresst is the sum of the tangential momentu
fluxes of both the incident and the reflected molecules
each time step, so the skin friction coefficient is defined

Cf5
t

1

2
r`u`

2

5
t i1t r

1

2
r`u`

2

, ~15!

where the subscripts ‘‘i ’’ and ‘‘ r ’’ denote the incident and
reflected molecular streams, respectively.

The net heat transfer fluxq is the sum of the translationa
and rotational energies of both the incident and the reflec
molecules, i.e.,
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q5
@~( i 51

n « tr1( i 51
n « rot! i1~( i 51

n « tr1( i 51
n « rot!r #N0

Dt~1•Dx!
,

~16!

where n is the total number of simulated molecules th
strike the wall during the sampling,N0 is the number of
gaseous molecules associated with a computational m
ecule, andDt is the time period of the sampling.

Figure 4 shows the skin friction coefficients and the h
flux per mole for different channel sizes at Kn50.05 ~cases
2, 4, and 6!. The heat flux is normalized by the mole numb
of the approaching gas in each case so that different c
can be compared in the same figure. The figure shows
the van der Waals effect affects the resistance and the
transfer rate at the surfaces when the ideal-gas assum
breaks down. The nonideal-gas effect causes a lower
friction coefficient along the wall surfaces. The heat trans
flux at the wall obtained by the nonideal-gas model is diff
ent from that by the ideal-gas model. Near the inlet the la
is bigger, while near the outlet the former is bigger.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In micro- and nanoscale gas flow, the gas may be de
due to the very small system characteristic length e
though the Knudsen number is high. As a result, the ide
gas assumption breaks down and the nonideal-gas e
must be considered. The nonideal-gas flow and heat tran
in micro- and nanoscale channels are investigated in
present paper using the modified DSMC method with
consistent Boltzmann algorithm. The van der Waals equa
is used as the equation of state by adding a displacemen
to the van der Waals force. The collision rate is also modifi
based on the Enskog theory for dense gases.

The results obtained show that the nonideal-gas effect
be ignored when the gas density is so small that the gas
be treated as a rarefied gas, and that it must be consid
when the gas density is high. The nonideal-gas effect lead
different flow-field distributions in the channels. A higher g
density results in a larger difference. However, the gas d
sity is not the only factor that influences the nonideal-g
effect. The channel size also plays a very important role.
a given dense gas, a smaller channel size leads to a m
remarkable van der Waals effect. The nonideal-gas ef
also causes a lower skin friction coefficient and a differe
heat transfer flux at wall surfaces.
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